
 

 

 

COURSES FOR TEACHERS 2017 - TRAINING PROGRAM 

« Let’s take action » 

♦ PARTICIPANTS 

Teachers of primary, secondary and higher education, teaching French as a foreign 
language (FFL) or second language (FSL). 

Requirements: B1+ CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages) 

European teachers: training eligible under the European program ERASMUS + 

Pic number Erasmus +: 946 764 136 

Time commitment: 25 hours per week 

 

♦ CALENDAR 2017 (1, 2 or 3 weeks of your choice) 

July 3rd to July 7th August 7th to August 11th 

July 10th to July 14th August 14th to August 18th 

July 31st to August 4th  

 

♦ OBJECTIVES  

This training, which brings together participants from different countries, aims to enable 
participants to:  

-   Perfect their language skills, 

-   Enrich and renew their teaching practices, 

-   Promote reflective practice through exchange and analysis of different learning and teaching strategies 

-   Update their knowledge on the social and cultural life in France. 

The training incorporates the latest contributions of the teaching of French as a foreign 

language. The hands-on approach, in accordance with the Common European Framework of  

Reference for Languages, takes into account the diversity of participants, as well as the 

practical and specific educational contexts. 



 

 

 

 

♦  MODULES 

M1. "French language in all its forms" 

Or how to update your knowledge of the reality of today's French language (slang, familiar 
French, words borrowed, “verlan”), idiomatic expressions through media (Press, TV, social 
media ...) and cultural creation (film dialogue, literary extracts, comics, slam, songs, rap ...).  

 

M2. "Creative Approach to Grammar" 

Or how to motivate your students by encouraging them to discover grammar, to make it more 
meaningful, using multiple forms such as advertising discourse, comics or humor. 

 

M3. "Energize the classroom group" 

Or the implementation of an effective strategy to create a group dynamic: presenting an 
example from beautiful Languedoc area through exploring the five senses (culture, 
gastronomy, field survey and tastings). 

 

M4. “The Language in the French class” 

Or how to develop skills to lead with ease in a French class. You will learn to gather your 
language knowledge developing educational tools to better formulate and clarify instructions 
while building the necessary terminology to teach the language. 

 

M5. "Diversifying class practices" 

Or how to offer to design courses by introducing attractive material, innovative which 
incorporates activities chosen to motivate learning: Internet, social media, creation of a blog 
... 

 

M6. "Pleasure to read, pleasure to write" 

Or how to provide on taste of reading and writing through (the introduction of literary texts 
and creative writing. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

♦ WORKSHOPS 

Proposed themes: 

- Games for learning 

- Playful approach to phonetics 

- Using the video document 

- International Class Observations and Discussion 

- Communication gestures  

♦ CONFERENCES 
The conferences cover different themes: history, culture, current affairs. 

♦ CULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

As an option, a visit to the city and various workshops (cooking, wine tasting and regional 

specialties, French songs) as well as excursions in the region will be proposed. 

 

WEEKLY SCHEDULE EXAMPLE 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8:30-10:30 Module M1: The French language in all its forms 

10:30 -11:00 Break 

11h00-13h00 Module M5: Diversifying class practices 

14h30-16h00  Workshop 

« Playful 
approach to 
phonetics» 

International 
Class 

Observations 

Workshop 

« Games for 
learning » 

 

16h15-17h00 Guided visit   Conference  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

♦ Other courses for French teachers organized during the year 

 

Sessions for teachers of bilingual classes - DNL 

Training upon request for constituted groups: 

- Language improvement and mastery of the language for the class in French. 

- Collection of documents and preparation of thematic issues. 

- Conferences of civilization and access to Learning Resource Centre. 

During the summer sessions, a specific module can be set up from 4 participants. The 
registration deadline is, at the latest, two months before the course begins. 

 

Training trainers, advisers and educational coordinators 

Objectives: to support and encourage the transformation and renewal of teaching practices, 
develop the participants' ability to manage teams, facilitate networking and improve their 
skills. Meetings and exchanges in the field. 

 

Intensive educational sessions upon request 

Training upon request for set up groups: 

The pedagogical use of ICT - Teaching children: resources and activities - Children's 
literature for the class of FFL - Contemporary France: politics and institutions - Literature: the 
contemporary French novel – FFL didactics and integration of new knowledge. - 
Methodology of FOS - French specialty: medical French - legal French - business French - 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

For further information:  

info@institut-europeen.com 

Tel: 33-467 91 7000 - Fax: 33-467 91 7001 

 


